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You must do the thing you think you cannot do.
-Eleanor Roosevelt
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RUSSELL BAUER
Russell Bauer’s Climb Hold Paintings uses scraps and bi-products discarded from other projects to create
new assemblages of wood, metal, and paint that he refers to as “paintings.” These new works redefine
traditional ideas of paintings as simply paint applied to canvas, and re-conceptualize the interaction
between viewer, painting, and wall. The various combinations of wood, metal, and paint are anchored
with nails and brackets that are theoretically capable of supporting a person’s weight up to one
hundred and forty pounds. This, in turn, alters their function as decorative objects, and encourages the
viewer to explore them in new ways. Deceptively simple in appearance, the works entice the viewer to
experience the interconnectedness of objects through their interactive nature. The illusion of a painting
as a singular object is challenged by the connectedness between viewer and work, creating new
hands-on explorations that challenge how we relate to the world around us.
-Willow Grace
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CLIMB HOLD PAINTINGS, 2012-2013
Wood, metal and pain
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LOGAN BELLEW
Tension grips the spine as our eyes glide over the undulating surface of test tubes. A step too hard, a
breath too strong and we send them all crashing down. The vulnerability of this installation echoes the
exploration of ephemeral fragility that is a running theme through Logan Bellew’s work. Through his
installation, the gallery space becomes a three-dimensional, potentially—and if so, tragically— kinetic
abstraction of the delicate nature of health and the human body. The elegant organic forms created
by clusters of tiny glass vessels references our complex cellular structures. As the multiplication of the
individual test tube speaks to the living cell’s ability to replicate, we are also reminded at how easily it
can all fall apart.
The macrobiotic forms of frail glass activate the room as they convulse over the floor. The danger and
ephemeral nature of unsecured glass delicately occupying open space makes us conscious of our
physical relationship to that space and fosters a visceral reaction that can only be articulated through
great sculpture. The subject matter speaks to fragility of life distilled down in each lonesome vial, a
vibration away from becoming a pile of shattered glass. But for now they float, a dream of perfect
stasis.
-Christian Waguespack

3000 UNTITLED TEST TUBES, 2013
Glass test tubes
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3000 UNTITLED TEST TUBES
Detail views
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KRISTIN CALHOUN
In both projects included in this exhibition, Kristin Calhoun explores the “authenticity” of information,
both real and imagined. In her earlier book project, the artist assembles a collection of abstract
monographs and presents them in the legitimizing format of a book. This gesture raises questions about
how information is delivered, received, and interpreted, and how the manner of delivery affects our
personal experiences of information.
In her more recent works, Calhoun continues the dialogue of meaning and authenticity in works that
are often misinterpreted as letterpress prints. Calhoun creates the prints by hand but purposefully
borrows an accepted mechanical printing language. This strategy highlights the absence of intimacy
in contemporary means of communication and demonstrates the deceitful nature of supposed
authenticity. The artist’s juxtaposition of seemingly antonymic and/or disparate words continues the
interrogation of the authentic. Calhoun describes her interest in these word pairs as stemming from the
less commonly used definitions that accompany a word in the standard dictionary entry. In these ways
the artist’s prints consider multiplicities of meaning and the apparatuses by which we determine the
authentic interpretation of information and image.
-Kathryn Manis

BEQUEST, 2013
Handmade book of wax monotypes
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BEQUEST
Inside view

Left to right: SELF DOUBT, PRESENCE/ABSENCE, CONNOTE/DENOTE, 2013
Ink on paper with paraffin
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MARNE ELMORE
Printmaker Marne Elmore describes her interest in art that both represents the remainder of an idea,
and simultaneously suggests the removal of the object that inspired it. In works such as Space, Elmore
translates objects onto paper and investigates how the printmaking process can be layered and
altered to expand into three-dimensionality. The overlapping hands of Space are elegantly elongated
with deep hatches, whorls, grooves, and wrinkles that suggest both texture and a tactility that marks a
perceptual depth of field. Inspired by a photograph of the artist’s hands, the layering of woodcut over
woodblock conveys her interest in the use of multi-sensory experience when relating to an artwork.
Elmore describes her use of layering as a technique to create a kind of depth and volume that conveys
her “longing for extreme deep space in a two dimensional plane.”
-Willow Grace
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SPACE, 2013
Woodblock and woodcut
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RAY EWING
Ray Ewing’s works represent what he describes as “Realistic Worlds.” In these photographic spaces,
recognizably American settings and a subtle veneer of the fantastic convey an interest in experiences
of the “real” in contemporary life. The works included in this exhibition continue from a series in which
the artist specifically explores escapism as a primary tenet of current U.S. culture. Ewing describes
the relationship of his work to a particularly American notion of success: “The American formula for a
successful (and profitable) Realistic World is a carefully chosen group of incompetently generalized,
then exaggerated, cultural symbols. The result is a chaotic, plastic, technicolor dream world left
to stand, in a decaying nation, as a monument to the only true American religion of excess and
escapism.”
The works included in the Graduate Art Association Exhibition, Hotel Elegante, Heritage Square
Amusement Park, and Longaberger Basket Company Headquarters suggest this excess through signifiers
of wealth, status, and consumption, as well as exaggerated scale. Ewing’s photographs engage this
theme in varying degrees, from the kitschy and comically shaped building in Basket Company to
the commodified, grandiose scale of Magic Mountain, but all possess an atmosphere of thinly veiled
theatricality and fabrication.
-Kathryn Manis

HOTEL ELEGANTE, 2013
Archival inkjet print
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LONGABERGER BASKET COMPANY HEADQUARTERS, 2013
Archival inkjet print

HERITAGE SQUARE AMUSEMENT PARK, 2013
Archival inkjet print
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ABBEY HEPNER
Photographing the most common locations in North America where ashes are scattered, Abbey Hepner
reveals both the way photography has created the geography of national fantasy, as well as the way
contemporary America deals with death. In an era of unprecedented mobility among many Americans
the idea of ‘home’ has become difficult to pin down. With ever fewer families living and dying in the
same city, the question of where our loved ones’ final resting place should lie has become less easy to
determine. Many families are choosing to spread the ashes of the deceased in places that represent
an abstract idea of beauty instead of locations that are directly linked to family ties. Places like the
Pacific Coast, Yosemite National Park, and even Disney World are growing in popularity as final resting
places among American families. From pioneer photographers to the modern lens of 20th century
photographers like Ansel Adams, the long history of photography has constructed such locations as
spectacular and picturesque. Hepner’s images of the boxes that contain ashes set in the locations
where they are most commonly spread compositionally resemble tourist snapshots. In these pictures,
the container of human remains acts as a visual stand-in for the departed, set in a place that owes its
popularity to its construction as a national destination made possible through the act of photography.
-Christian Waguespack
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NEAR YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK, 2013
Lenticular Print

PACIFIC COAST, 2013
Lenticular print
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KB JONES
Much of KB Jones’s work conveys her interest in people and in the beauty found in everyday life. In
Working from Life, Jones portrays a beautiful girl in a sundress who stares out from the canvas. The artist
uses a unique style that employs loose, expressive lines paired with rough, unblended strokes of color.
In this way, Jones has created a drawing that is layered both in appearance and in meaning. Though
drawn with oil pastels, Jones’ line-work imbues the drawing with the richness of a painting. Her canvas,
made of strips of paper woven together, creates a subtle grid over the surface of her drawing. The
grid suggests that this piece continues the long tradition of academic art production, but also gently
subverts the dominance of the academy in the world of fine art. The woven paper connects Jones’s
piece to a broader body of “folk art” and craft that has often been historically marginalized and
feminized. Thus, Jones successfully explores the tension between academic technique and material
craftsmanship.
-Rebekah Bellum
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WORKING FROM LIFE, 2013
Oil pastel on woven paper
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BREE LAMB
Looking at photography beyond the frame, Bree Lamb’s images of the backs of used frames explores
the cultural and social significance the photographic object plays in everyday life. Lamb is interested in
the ritual of photography: how we treat photographs, how we use them, and what happens after the
life of a photograph has run its course. Her work reminds us that photography is something we all do. Her
practice exists somewhere near the crossroads of art and anthropology. Scavenging thrift stores, she
searches for frames that look like they have had a life already. “When I find the frames,” she says, “they
are in masses of junk, and framing them with the white background isolates them, and makes them
special.” By showing us only the back of the frame, Lamb calls out the ubiquity of the contemporary
snapshot. We are curious about what image the frame may hold, though we already know what we will
find: other people’s pictures. Images like these look to the way everyday photographs live in the world,
and are an act of resurrection and reanimation, which reminds us that photographs have a life, and of
what happens when that life comes to an end.
-Christian Waguespack
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FRAMED PIECE NO. 1, 2013
Archival ink jet print
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JULIA LAMBRIGHT
Painter Julia Lambright seeks to confront viewers with charged images of power and poverty— universal
realities that connect humanity across borders both tangible and imagined. Lambright’s work draws
on the flat planes and shallow space of Orthodox icons, as well as the contemporary social issues of
her native Russia. The artist frames almost journalistic content through the laborious and sensual lens of
traditional process, painstakingly layering gold leaf, egg tempera, and oils in evocative paintings that
startle the viewer as much with careful gaps and silences as with declarative statements.
Tetris is but one panel from Lambright’s current MFA thesis project: a massive modular wall of paintings
inspired by Eastern Orthodox altar screens, called iconostases. Here, Lambright’s arresting imagery
disrupts the contemplative sanctity of religious forms, and reminds us of the relational nature of our
overlapping worlds. In Tetris, geometric patterns derived from Russian textile designs symbolize growth
and connection, surrounding the familiar imagery of a mother and child. Here, however, a ghostly,
Madonna-like form surrounding the central figure is a reminder of what no longer exists, an after image
burned into memory. The clear, open features of the young boy are surprisingly discomforting; with no
Holy Mother here to provide protection, the viewer is left to ponder a frank vulnerability with no clear
resolution.
-Mariah Carrillo
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TETRIS, 2013
Egg tempera, gold leaf, and oil on panel
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JUSTIN NOLAN
Photographer Justin Nolan investigates commercial interior spaces across America as part of a
prolonged interest in photography’s relationship to the tableaux. Typically absent of any human
actors, these images leave the viewer with the opportunity to contemplate his or her own relationship
to the space within the frame. In these photographs, Nolan pictures artificial recreations of natural
environments in commercial spaces. Albeit in different ways, all three images engage the notion of
boundaries between real and imaginary space that are made permeable by visitors’ suspension of
disbelief when willfully entering the realm of kitsch.
The Studio Chair thematizes the notion of interior and exterior spaces of imagination with the curtain’s
purposeful cropping of space. For the artist, the props surrounding the cropped space of the painted
imaginary allude to multiple potential paths of narration. The Archery Range shows a detailed mural
lining the walls of a shooting range at a Chicago Bass Pro Shop. The Restrooms depicts an underground
space at the Carlsbad Caverns where the industrial bathroom tile and universal signage are alien to the
natural environment, a standardized public aesthetic lurking within the rocky terrain one-thousand feet
below the surface.
-Emma Stein

STUDIO CHAIR, 2012
Archival inkjet print
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ARCHERY RANGE, 2012
Archival inkjet print

RESTROOMS, 2012
Archival inkjet print
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STACI PAGE
Relationships are the warp and weft of human existence, and the work of Staci Page is best understood
in consideration of this fact. For better or worse, our connections to other people are what bring
meaning to our lives. At the same time, we often use the objects around us to gain political, social, and
practical autonomy; they serve us as tools, symbols, proxies, and so forth.
Page mobilizes these complex and dynamic associations in her work. In this particular series, she focuses
on rope-knotting. A mundane and often pragmatic thing, knots straddle cultural divides – people have
always tied rope. The histories, purposes, and methods associated with the knots are what differ. Take
the most striking piece in this group: the blood knot. Traditionally used by fishermen to tie two pieces
of rope together, it also resembles what is popularly regarded as a hangman’s knot (an association
unintended by the artist). In this way, a general practice can be used to explore specific ideologies and
cultural knowledge.
In the end, it is what the viewer brings to the each piece that is the true subject of Page’s art. In
considering a particular knot, then, the mind inevitably turns inwards. In this way Page hopes that each
viewer will leave an encounter with her work with a greater sensitivity to his or her relationships to the
material world, and therefore with a more nuanced sense of self.
- Stephanie Morimoto
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Left to right: BLOODKNOT, SENNET CHAIN, TRUE LOVER’S KNOT, 2013
Image transfer on steel
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ELIZABETH SHORES
Elizabeth Shores uses a variety of creative media to interrogate cultural discourses of productivity,
as well as her own approach to artistic process and agency. She states, “I am seeking not only to
understand the societal frameworks that define me by what I make as an artist and as an individual,
but also the ways in which these structures illuminate foundational concepts of society.” Shores’ recent
works include video installations and performances, often enacted through the artist’s invention of
the imaginary organization, My Presence is Productive, Inc.. By examining contemporary cultural
expectations invested in quantifiable outcomes, Shores questions the nature of creative practice,
defining an individual approach to making and being.
Shores’ single channel video installation piece, Untitled: Placing a Cube in a Canyon, was created as
part of a seminar in Land Arts at the University of New Mexico in Fall 2013. Shot in Cebolla Canyon, NM,
the looping video feed depicts recurring cycles of wholeness and disintegration, where static geometric
forms shatter into the depths of natural terrain. The featureless human figure who provides the film’s
driving action is silent and inscrutable, leaving the viewer to a curious and disquieting meditation.
-Mariah Carrillo
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PLACING A CUBE IN A CANYON, 2013
Single channel video
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NATALIE SMITH
From a distance, Blue Gingham Drawing appears mechanized and infinite— a grid of indigo blue that
dizzies the viewer as it draws us in. Upon closer inspection, the drawing becomes more tactile, as details
appear, and mid-tones are revealed. The unique gradations and inconsistencies of each square make
the artist’s mark apparent and indisputable. In this way, Natalie Smith’s work blends the gestural qualities
of drawing and painting with the oftentimes calculated and methodical nature of design.
A ubiquitous pattern, the appearance of gingham reminds us of the familiarity of the everyday. From
bistro tablecloths to picnic blankets and summer wear, the pattern permeates our shared domestic
realm, and evokes a childlike nostalgia. In its drawn form, its singularity is at play with the multiplicity of
its mass-produced nature, allowing it to stand as a singular impression of an otherwise unquestioned
uniformity. The adoption of this readymade material asks us to contemplate pattern as it appears in
domestic and designed objects, fusing utility and practicality with our experience of “fine art.”
-Serda Yalkin
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BLUE GINGHAM DRAWING, 2012
Colored pencil on paper
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SARAH VOSMUS
Sarah Vosmus’ work explores the variable outcomes of multi-layered processes that simultaneously
unite and shatter the visual and material relationship between two and three dimensions. Interested in
repetition, transition, layering, and depth, the artist constructs works on paper that are often both static
and in flux. Her work foregrounds the very nature of process, asking the viewer to consider the various
stages an artwork enters and exits before it arrives at the point of our visual contemplation. However,
what makes Vosmus’ pieces even more fluid, and perhaps disorienting, is the fact that they appear to
seldom leave a state of transition.
Originally intended for a different edition, Solid Series No. 4 was created from the remnants of a xerox
transfer process that was initially derived from rubbed graphite drawings of organic textural effects
carved in linoleum. The soft shapes of the early drawing— reminiscent of an underwater landscape—
gain hard and jagged edges in its transition from two to three dimensions. By exploring the relationship
between the original rubbings and the copies, Vosmus examines how each speaks to different
limitations of space and fragility. Held loosely together with wire and nails, Solid Series No. 4 is not fixed,
and each time it is relocated, it can never be rebuilt in the same way. Consequently, the illusion of
permanence alluded to in the work’s mounted state is ruptured, and it thereby re-enters a state of
transformation that it only briefly appeared to depart from.
-Serda Yalkin
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SOLID SERIES NO. 4, 2013
Cut Xerox on paper with resin and wire
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CHAD WAPLES
The shaped canvas artwork of Chad Waples seeks liberation from the flat plane of two-dimensionality
by reaching out to the viewer – both literally and figuratively. In the 2013 piece, Untitled, Waples is attempting to explore the visual relationships of shape, form, shadow, and color. This work has been constructed in such a way that one cannot help but imagine that it has roots in both the otherworldly and
the evocatively familiar. Composed of steel, canvas, vinyl, and other mixed media, Waples plays with
improvisation and abstraction to compose an aesthetic of unusual forms pieced together to create an
object greater than the sum of its parts. Untitled is presented as if covered in a metallic spider web, with
the underlying structure akin to an organic life form that plays on human curiosity like a Venus flytrap:
bizarre and perhaps perilous, but also arresting and thought provoking. A tangle of industry and biology, Waples utilizes the three-dimensional figure, the shadows fashioned through shape, and a free-form
liveliness to bring Untitled to life.
- Erik Parker
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UNTITLED, 2013
Steel, canvas, vinyl, polyester, thread, and latex
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TAMARA WILSON
Tamara Wilson’s work encourages us to engage the mundane by presenting us with felt renditions of
mass-produced, everyday articles. Her recreations are faithful to the original objects in color and scale,
but the fuzzy, soft texture of her material de-familiarizes them. By meticulously crafting commonplace
objects such as pencils from felt, her work incites us to consider the ways in which we thoughtlessly
consume a seemingly infinite flow of disposable goods. However, there is also a more lighthearted
element at play in the way her felt pencils rhythmically bounce across the wall, twisting into distorted
shapes along the way. Her pieces suggest the processes of “painting” and “drawing” and, as such, they
constitute a humorous reflection on her own artistic practice. Although Wilson is enrolled in the Painting
and Drawing program, she began working with a sewing machine, felt, and yarn as her primary artistic
tools early on. By evoking the act of painting in felt, she emphasizes the painterly qualities of her working
process and calls into question the boundaries commonly drawn between “high art” practices and
creative expressions such as sewing, which have traditionally been relegated to the realm of “craft.”
-Johanna Wild

PENCILS, 2012
Felt
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PAINT, 2012
Felt
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